Prerequisites for the Nuclear Medicine Program

The prerequisites for the Bachelor of Science in Nuclear Medicine are listed below:

**HUMANITIES**
HUMANITIES (Minimum 20 quarter/14 semester units minimum) Choose a minimum of three areas from: history, literature, philosophy, foreign language, art/music appreciation/history. Included in this minimum must be 4 quarter units of religion per year of attendance at an SDA college/university.

**NATURAL SCIENCES**
Intro/General to Chemistry with a lab - One year sequence
Intro or General Physics with a lab
Human Anatomy & Physiology with labs (2 complete classes)
College Algebra
Medical Terminology

**SOCIAL SCIENCES** Minimum of 12 quarter units to include:
General psychology (4 quarter/3 semester units) required
Choose remaining units from two of the following areas: psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, and geography

**COMMUNICATION** (9 quarter/6 semester units min.)
Freshman Composition, complete sequence (required)
Oral Communication

**HEALTH AND WELLNESS** (3 quarter/2 semester units min.)
Physical Education (2 activities)
Health or Nutrition

**ELECTIVES**
(to meet minimum total of 80 quarter units)
Please Note: C- grades or below are not transferable for credit. If you repeat a class the latest grade is recognized. Courses must be from an Accredited Institution.
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